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Natural selection and recombination combine to produce het-
erogeneous patterns of genomic divergence between nascent 
and recently evolved species1,2. Particularly when there is 

an ongoing exchange of genes via hybridization, divergence may 
be limited to a tiny fraction of the genome underlying phenotypic 
differences and species identity3–5. An increasing number of whole-
genome comparisons have identified genes and genomic regions 
with elevated divergence between recently evolved species5–9, but 
pairwise comparisons reveal little about the origins of genetic vari-
ants in these regions. Extending genomic analyses to examples of 
explosive diversification10 provides an opportunity to assess the role 
of ancestral genetic variation in speciation and phenotypic diver-
sification11–14. While recent work has established that ancestral 
variation may promote adaptive radiation11,15, particularly in cases 
involving the evolution of convergent phenotypes in multiple lin-
eages11–14, less is known about the role of ancestral variants in cases 
of rapid diversification that primarily involve the evolution of phe-
notypes involved in sexual selection and species recognition.

The genus Lonchura (family Estrildidae) includes one of the 
most extraordinary examples of recent and rapid radiation in birds 
(Supplementary Table  1). Diversifying from a common ancestor 
over the past ~0.5 million years or less (Supplementary Fig. 1), 13 
munia species in Australia, New Guinea and nearby islands have 
evolved discrete and unambiguous differences in plumage colour 
and pattern (Fig. 1a); in contrast, evidence of ecological divergence 
is limited, although populations of three species (Lonchura grandis, 
Lonchura forbesi and Lonchura melaena) have larger bills. The clade 
is also notable for the coexistence of several pairs or trios of species 
in broad sympatry (Fig. 1a), fulfilling a key criterion for biological 
species that more typically requires millions of years to achieve16. 
Among birds, perhaps only the southern capuchinos (genus 
Sporophila) are comparable in all these respects17,18.

Here, we examine patterns of genomic divergence in munias 
using robust restriction-site-associated DNA sequencing (RAD-seq) 
and complete mitochondrial genome datasets along with low-cov-
erage whole-genome sequencing of individuals from 18 populations  

representing 11 of the 13 species in the Lonchura radiation. Our 
analyses indicate extensive autosomal introgression between sym-
patric species, but also identify divergent portions of the genome, 
variably including mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), a portion of the Z 
chromosome that likely represents a major inversion, and a relatively 
small set of mostly narrow autosomal outlier regions, including sev-
eral with known colour genes. Phylogenetic analysis of these regions 
indicates that each is characterized by a limited number of divergent 
allelic lineages, the sharing of which among species is often discor-
dant both with genome-wide relationships and among outlier loci, 
generating a mosaic pattern of genetic similarity and divergence 
across species and loci. Our results suggest that differential selec-
tion on ancestral genetic variation and lateral transfer of alleles via 
introgression have contributed to the phenotypic diversification of 
the Lonchura munias by generating unique combinations of alleles 
across a relatively small set of phenotypically relevant genes.

Results
Analyses of mitochondrial genomes (Fig.  1b) and genome-wide 
RAD-seq data (Fig. 2) confirm recent and rapid speciation in munias, 
but also reveal incongruent relationships that suggest extensive auto-
somal admixture between sympatric species. With the exception of 
two L. grandis populations, which are relatively divergent from each 
other and all other sampled species, STRUCTURE analyses based 
on autosomal RAD-seq data group populations first by geographic 
region and begin to discriminate sympatric species only at higher  
values of k (number of populations), although generally with a poten-
tial signal of admixture (Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. 2). Indeed, 
most sampled populations are genetically most similar to a sym-
patric population of another munia species (Fig.  2), with pairwise 
divergence varying from essentially zero (ΦST =  0.007 for Lonchura 
castaneothorax versus Lonchuraflaviprymna in Western Australia, 
where ΦST, an analogue of FST, is a DNA sequence-based measure of 
population differentiation resulting from analysis of molecular vari-
ance) to moderate (maximum sympatric ΦST =  0.24 for L. castaneo-
thorax versus L. grandis in Milne Bay) (Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4  
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and Supplementary Table 2). In contrast, genetically similar sympat-
ric species are in some cases entirely distinct in their mtDNA (for 
example, Lonchura nevermanni and Lonchura stygia in the Trans Fly 
and L. castaneothorax and Lonchura spectabilis in Madang; Figs. 1b 
and 2a)—a result consistent with low fitness in hybrid females, in 
accordance with Haldane’s rule19, impeding the introgression of 
maternally inherited mtDNA. Similarly, sympatric populations in 
mainland New Guinea (Central, Milne Bay and Madang) are highly 
differentiated at RAD-seq loci mapping to an ~20 megabase pair 
(Mbp) region in the centre of the Z chromosome, resulting in a pat-
tern of genetic structure that is incongruent with both mtDNA and 
the overall pattern for autosomal loci (Fig. 2a).

Autosomal admixture between sympatric species is further indi-
cated by direct evidence of hybridization, analysis of rare single-
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and estimates of co-ancestry 
based on recent coalescent events. Hybrid munias are infrequently 
encountered in the field, but are reported in the ornithological lit-
erature20,21, and our sample includes two individuals of recent mixed 
ancestry. Genetic data confirm that a putative L. castaneothorax ×  
L. grandis hybrid male captured in Central Province, Papua New 
Guinea is an F1 hybrid (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Figs. 2 and 4). Of 
course, introgression occurs only if hybrids survive and reproduce; 
another individual from Madang was identified as L. grandis based 
on its phenotype, but clearly had some L. castaneothorax ancestry, 

consistent with a backcross to L. grandis (Fig. 2 and Supplementary 
Figs. 2 and 4).

Interestingly, hybridization between L. flaviprymna and L. cas-
taneothorax in Western Australia—the least divergent species pair 
in our study (ΦST =  0.007)—was described as common in the 1950s, 
involving 10% of breeding pairs20. In 2010, however, we detected 
no obvious hybrids among over 100 birds captured in the same 
region and principal component analysis (PCA) of RAD-seq poly-
morphisms separates these populations into discrete clusters with 
no evidence of intermediate individuals (Supplementary Fig.  4). 
Individuals of sympatric L. stygia and L. nevermanni also cluster 
into discrete populations based on autosomal data, but show some 
evidence of Z chromosome admixture (Fig. 2a), implying that intro-
gression occurred at some point in the past. Thus, hybridization 
may be episodic, perhaps occurring at a relatively high rate follow-
ing secondary contact and then declining in frequency via rein-
forcement of reproductive isolation22.

The distribution of rare SNPs among populations provides one 
test for recent introgression in sympatry. Shared ancestral poly-
morphism among recently evolved species is expected, but the rar-
est alleles, which are of more recent origin on average23, should be 
restricted to a single population or species in the absence of recent 
gene flow24. In the munias, we find that rare alleles are more often 
shared between sympatric populations than between allopatric 

Table 1 | genomic outlier regions

chr Start end length Number of SNPs with FSt >  0.8 in four focal 
comparisons

gene(s)

Wa c MD tF

1 93,368,000 93,394,000 26,000 0 0 19* 6* IGSF11*

1 97,906,000 97,924,000 18,000 0 32* 13* 9* POLD3

1 A 42,210,000 42,392,000 182,000 0 305* 1 3 TMTC3, KITLG*

1 A 50,782,000 50,810,000 28,000 0 15* 0 0 SOX10*

1 A 72,376,000 72,616,000 240,000 23* 7* 4* 20* (DDX11), CCDC91, (PTHLH)

2 26,566,000 26,598,000 32,000 16* 0 1 8* SLC25A13

2 78,752,000 80,860,000 2,108,000 7 119* 141* 1 CDH18, BASP1, MYO10, FAM134B, ZNF622, 
MARCH11, FBXL7, ANKH, OTULIN

3 34,918,000 35,720,000 802,000 0 0 1 0 CRIM1, FEZ2, VIT, STRN

5 32,380,000 32,420,000 40,000 0 6* 25* 0 (STXBP6, NOVA1)

6 30,418,000 30,536,000 118,000 18* 73* 38* 35* GRK4

11 10,212,000 10,324,000 130,000 0 1 1 62* (NKD1, GSE1)

11 11,642,000 11,652,000 10,000 1* 3* 3* 0 TCF25, MC1R*, DBNDD1

18 1,992,000 2,024,000 32,000 0 1 8* 4 SLC16A3, CSNK1D

18 3,812,000 4,020,000 208,000 0 0 0 0 COX10, HS3ST3

20 1,820,000 1,928,000 108,000 26* 127* 28* 85* AHCY, ASIP*

20 11,986,000 12,038,000 52,000 0 24* 2 19* EDN3*, ZNF831

24 3,866,000 4,008,000 142,000 0 1 16* 34* ST14, NFRKB, PRDM10, APLP2

26 3,058,000 3,114,000 56,000 0 19* 4* 2 KIAA1324, SARS, CELSR2, PPIL1

27 3,384,000 3,396,000 12,000 0 5* 8* 0 MRC2, TLK2

28 580,000 650,000 70,000 0 2 0 37* SLC1A6, CERS4, MARCH2, RAB11B, 
ANGPTL4, KANK3, RPS28, ADMP

Z 28,000,000 48,000,000 20,000,000 390 42,940* 6,779* 1,995*  >  100 genes, including SLC45A2* and FST*
Regions of elevated divergence (FST) identified in one or more of four focal comparisons of sympatric species pairs and/or in the sliding-window phylogenetic analysis. The column ’Chr’ shows the 
chromosome number in the zebra finch reference genome, ’Start’ and ‘End’ mark the approximate extent of the region with elevated FST and/or Bs values and the region from which polymorphisms were 
extracted for PCA and phylogenetic analyses (see Supplementary Figs. 7–26 and 28). The number of SNPs with FST >  0.8 in each genomic region is shown for each of four pairwise comparisons (Western 
Australia (WA), Central Province, Papua New Guinea (C), Madang Province, Papua New Guinea (MD) and Trans Fly, Papua New Guinea (TF)); regions ultimately scored as divergent between species 
(fixed or nearly fixed for alternative alleles) are indicated by an asterisk. Note that the number of SNPs depends in part on both the size of the genomic region and average sequencing depth and coverage, 
which were somewhat lower in the WA and MD comparisons. Annotated vertebrate genes overlapping each genomic region are listed. Genes just outside the analysed region are listed in parentheses. 
Asterisks indicate genes associated with colouration in other vertebrates (IGFS1173, KITLG74–77, SOX1027,74,78–80, MC1R74,81–86, ASIP5,74,87–92, EDN374,93–95, SLC45A218,27,96,97 and FST5). We also note four additional 
genes associated with bill size (CRIM198,99), bone development (PTHLH100 and MRC2101) and physiological adaptation (POLD3102,103).
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populations, including conspecific populations in different regions 
(Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. 5). This pattern includes the two  
L. grandis populations, which are relatively divergent from other 
species, but are nonetheless more likely to share rare SNPs with 
sympatric populations of other species than with each other (Fig. 2c 
and Supplementary Fig. 5).

ThefineRADstructure25 software package—a conceptually similar 
approach that measures recent co-ancestry by focussing on the most 
recent coalescent events among the haplotypes at each locus—pro-
duced similar results while also revealing interesting signals of mixed 
ancestry (Fig. 3). For example, the two populations of L. grandis rep-
resent the only exception to the general pattern of highest co-ancestry 
between sympatric populations, but L. grandis in Madang has higher 
co-ancestry with sympatric populations of L. castaneothorax and  
L. spectabilis than with any other ‘non-grandis’ populations. Likewise, 
L. castaneothorax and L. spectabilis in Madang have higher recent  
co-ancestry with sympatric L. grandis than with allopatric L. grandis. 
As is more typical of other sympatric comparisons, L. castaneothorax  
and L. spectabilis in Madang have their highest recent co-ancestry 
with each other, but L. castaneothorax in Madang also has relatively 
high co-ancestry with the remaining L. castaneothorax popula-
tions in other regions, whereas L. spectabilis has relatively high  
co-ancestry with allopatric Lonchura caniceps. These results indicate 
substantial admixture between sympatric populations, but also sug-
gest that genome-wide patterns of genetic similarity and divergence 
retain some information about older historical relationships among 
species and populations. More broadly, all the above results suggest 
that hybridization has had a homogenizing effect on the genomes 
of sympatric munias, but has occurred at a frequency insufficient to 

impede or reverse divergence at the loci responsible for phenotypic 
differences between species.

To identify genomic regions associated with phenotypic diver-
sification and examine the phylogenetic history of these regions, 
we generated low-depth (~1.6×  per individual) whole-genome 
sequencing data for 176 birds, representing all 18 sampled popu-
lations (Fig.  1), plus one outgroup sample (Lonchura leucosticta). 
After alignment to the zebra finch Taeniopygia guttata reference 
genome26, we calculated FST (fixation index)  between sympat-
ric species for 10- and 100-kilobase pair (kbp) sliding windows. 
Focusing on four pairwise comparisons of sympatric species with 
minimal genome-wide divergence (Fig. 2b), we analysed 20 regions 
of elevated divergence scattered across the autosomal genome 
(Supplementary Fig. 6). Most of these regions were relatively nar-
row (for example, 104–105 bp)  and many were identified in more 
than one pairwise comparison, often with peaks of maximal diver-
gence in nearly identical genomic locations, which in most cases 
fall within or overlap one or more annotated genes (Supplementary 
Figs. 7–26). Notably, these include six regions encompassing genes 
involved in melanogenesis or melanocyte development (ASIP, 
EDN3, IGSF11, KITLG, MC1R and SOX10), all of which have been 
associated with colour phenotypes in other animals, as well as genes 
involved in bone development (CRIM1, MRC2 and PTHLH) and 
cold adaptation (POLD3) (Table 1).

A sliding-window phylogenetic analysis indicates that species/
population-level relationships within these outlier regions are often 
discordant with the genome-wide pattern (Fig. 4 and Supplementary 
Fig.  6). For example, L. caniceps from Central Province, Papua 
New Guinea is divergent from sympatric L. castaneothorax at the 
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KITLG gene, but shares its divergent allelic lineage and largely black 
bill with species/populations in the Bismarck Islands (Fig. 4c and 
Supplementary Fig. 9), suggesting that variation in or near KITLG 
underlies this derived phenotype. A different pattern is observed 
at ASIP—another well-known colour gene—at which L. caniceps, 
L. nevermanni and L. flaviprymna are highly divergent from their 
respective sympatric congeners, but share similar haplotypes with 
each other and with the Bismarck Islands populations (Fig. 4c). In 
addition, ASIP distinguishes the five populations of L. castaneotho-
rax from all others—a pattern observed in only two other autoso-
mal regions (Supplementary Figs. 11 and 18), one of which is MC1R 
(another colour gene).

As in the above examples, the remaining outlier loci have only two 
to four distinct allelic lineages per locus (Fig. 5). This includes a few 
loci at which a novel allele appears to have swept to fixation in a sin-
gle species (for example, Supplementary Fig. 22). Thus, some outlier  

loci may have three or four functionally distinct allelic lineages, 
but the number of divergent lineages per locus is always smaller 
than the number of species in our analysis. Moreover, different  
subsets of populations share similar alleles at different loci, such that 
each species has a unique combination of alleles across the set of 
outlier loci (Fig. 5b). We also note that outgroup sequences from 
L. leucosticta are consistently divergent from all ingroup alleles at 
all outlier loci (Supplementary Fig.  27), suggesting that function-
ally relevant variants originated within the focal clade and were not 
acquired from more distantly related Lonchura species.

Other than the potential link between KITLG and bill colour 
(see above), we did not detect obvious associations between indi-
vidual loci and specific phenotypic traits, but this is not necessarily 
expected given the likelihood of epistatic and combinatorial effects 
among loci27. Likewise, epistasis and simple Mendelian dominance5 
may allow for polymorphism at a subset of loci in each species, 
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potentially facilitating the lateral transfer of alleles among popu-
lations. As a simple example, a major locus producing the nearly 
all-black plumage of L. stygia could make variation at other colour 
and patterning loci effectively neutral, allowing ongoing segrega-
tion of alleles that would have phenotypic effects in other genetic  
backgrounds.

Confirming RAD-seq results, whole-genome sequencing shows 
that a large portion of the Z chromosome conflicts with genome-
wide autosomal relationships (Fig. 4d and Supplementary Fig. 28). 
Uniformly high divergence across this region (Fig.  4e) and evi-
dence of divergent Z chromosomes segregating within L. stygia 

(Supplementary Fig.  29) suggest that an ~20-Mbp inversion sup-
presses recombination in this region.

Discussion
Following the approach of other recent studies4–8,13,18,28–30, we 
identified genes and genomic regions likely to be involved in the 
phenotypic divergence of closely related species by scanning the 
genome for regions of elevated divergence as measured by FST. 
These ‘islands of divergence’ are expected whenever closely related 
populations experience divergent selection, particularly if ongo-
ing gene flow impedes genome-wide divergence3–5. Several recent 
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papers have pointed out that similar patterns can be generated by  
selective sweeps occurring after the cessation of gene flow31, which 
may involve genes unrelated to speciation and reproductive isola-
tion, or by processes unrelated to adaptive divergence such as back-
ground or linked selection in regions of reduced recombination 
such as centromeres30,32–35.

Several considerations suggest that these alternative processes 
do not account for the outlier regions we identified. First, the spe-
cies in our analysis diversified recently, allowing little time for the 
relatively slow process of divergence via background selection. 
Second, most divergence peaks we identified are relatively nar-
row and are not associated with centromeres or other regions of 
reduced genetic diversity. Finally, and most importantly, the mosaic 
patterns of divergence (or lack thereof) among Lonchura species 
across multiple outlier loci are inconsistent with a history of recur-
rent divergence in independent lineages. For example, the largest 

autosomal outlier region we identified overlaps the chromosome 2  
centromere, where reduced recombination has likely accentu-
ated divergence. Nevertheless, there are only four divergent lin-
eages in this region among 11 Lonchura species (Supplementary 
Fig. 13), one of which appears to be a recombinant version of the 
other three (Supplementary Fig.  30). In some cases, sympatric  
species pairs share closely related haplotypes across the chromo-
some 2 centromere (for example, L. castaneothorax and L. flavip-
rymna, and L. stygia and L. nevermanni), despite being divergent 
at other outlier loci (Fig.  5b); conversely, species with divergent 
chromosome 2 haplotypes share similar alleles at other outlier 
loci and show little evidence of divergence at other centromeres 
(Supplementary Fig. 6 and Supplementary Figs. 31 and 32).

The lack of Z chromosome and/or mtDNA admixture between 
several pairs of sympatric munias is potentially consistent with the 
idea that inter-locus genetic incompatibilities, including cyto-nuclear  
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incompatibilities, contribute to speciation by reducing hybrid fitness 
and generating divergent sexual selection on plumage patterns and 
mate preferences36. For example, L. castaneothorax and L. spectabilis  
in Madang Province are minimally divergent across the autoso-
mal genome (ΦST =  0.027), but remain distinct in mtDNA and are 
fixed for alternative states of the Z chromosome inversion. Other 
comparisons, however, are inconsistent with a specific role for the 
Z chromosome inversion in cyto-nuclear incompatibility because 
there is no consistent association with mtDNA (Supplementary 
Fig. 2). For example, L. castaneothorax and L. caniceps in Central 
Province are also fixed for alternative states of the Z chromosome 
inversion, but share closely related mtDNA haplotypes. Conversely, 
L. stygia is polymorphic for the inversion, but remains distinct from 
sympatric L. nevemanni in mtDNA. At least two additional genes 
associated with plumage colour in birds (FST (ref. 5) and SLC45A2 
(ref. 18,27)) map to the central portion of the Z chromosome, raising 
the simple alternative that divergence in this region is maintained 
as it is at any other locus with alternative alleles controlling a phe-
notypic trait. Nonetheless, the lack of mitochondrial introgression 
between some sympatric munias remains intriguing and potentially 

consistent with Haldane’s rule19, although other explanations have 
been suggested37.

The mosaic pattern of genomic divergence in munias, in which 
the phylogenetic histories of putatively functional loci are largely 
decoupled from overall patterns of autosomal divergence, prob-
ably reflects a complex history of speciation that included episodes  
of dispersal, allopatric divergence, secondary contact, genome-
wide introgression and reinforcement. While the full history 
of the Lonchura radiation will be difficult to reconstruct, some  
biogeographic patterns are evident in our results. For example, 
L. nevermanni in the Trans Fly region of southern New Guinea is 
genetically similar to L. flaviprymna in Western Australia, both 
genome wide and at most outlier loci (Fig. 5b), suggesting allopatric 
divergence from a recent common ancestor. In contrast, sympatric 
L. stygia is divergent from L. nevermanni at numerous outlier loci, 
including several at which L. stygia shares alleles with mainland Papua 
New Guinea populations of L. grandis and/or L. castaneothorax. 
Thus, L. nevermanni and L. stygia probably originated from differ-
ent ancestral source populations that colonized the Trans Fly region 
independently. Similarly, allopatric populations of L. spectabilis  
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and L. caniceps in mainland Papua New Guinea share similar alleles 
at several outlier loci, including the Z chromosome inversion and a 
broad region of divergence overlapping the chromosome 2 centro-
mere, and are more likely to share closely related alleles with species/
populations in the Bismarck Islands than are mainland populations 
of  L. castaneothorax. Thus, colonization of the Bismarck Islands 
may have occurred before the expansion of L. castaneothorax popu-
lations across mainland Papua New Guinea.

The precise history of allelic variants at individual outlier loci is 
also difficult to reconstruct, but differential selection on retained 
ancestral polymorphisms and/or lateral transfer of adaptive alleles 
via introgression must have been involved in generating the mosaic 
patterns we observed. These processes comprise two forms of ‘col-
lateral evolution’38, defined as the parallel evolution of ancestral 
genetic variants in independent lineages and recognized as an 
important mechanism for convergent evolution14,39,40. In Darwin’s 
finches, for example, ancestral alleles at two loci are associated with 
changes in bill morphology across multiple species13,28. Likewise in 
the munias, ancestral alleles may underlie convergent components 
of each species’ unique phenotype, but we suggest that collateral 
evolution also contributed to phenotypic diversification by generat-
ing new combinations of alleles across a relatively small set of poten-
tially interacting colour genes and other functionally relevant loci. 
The role of ancestral variation and collateral evolution in producing 
phenotypic novelty and diversity may be under-appreciated.

Methods
Sample collection. Samples from 17 munia populations representing 11 of the 
13 species comprising the focal clade were collected in Australia and Papua New 
Guinea from 2010 to 2012 (Supplementary Table 3). We focused on regions in 
which two or more species occur in sympatry, including Western Australia and 
seven Papua New Guinea provinces—Milne Bay, Madang, Central, East New 
Britain, West New Britain, New Ireland and Western (Fig. 1). Pectoral muscle 
from birds prepared as museum specimens (up to 20 per population) was stored 
in dimethyl sulfoxide buffer41. Blood samples from birds that were captured 
and released (up to 30 additional per population) were preserved on Whatman 
FTA cards. Finally, ten tissue samples of L. castaneothorax from Queensland, 
Australia were obtained from the Australian National Wildlife Collection at the 
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation.

Double-digest RAD-seq (ddRAD-seq). Genomic DNA was extracted from 
muscle tissue or blood samples using a DNeasy Kit (Qiagen) with 4 μ l RNAse 
added to the lysate following incubation. RAD-seq was completed for 336 
samples using the double-digest method described in ref. 42, with the following 
modifications: the concentration of ligated fragments was quantified for each 
sample by quantitative polymerase chain reaction, after which sets of 12 samples 
were pooled in equimolar concentration, thereby reducing the time and cost 
associated with the rest of the protocol. After size-selection, the pooled libraries 
were amplified by polymerase chain reaction for 22 cycles using Phusion High-
Fidelity DNA Polymerase and quantified again using quantitative polymerase chain 
reaction. Multiple 12 sample pools were then combined in equimolar amounts for 
sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 system using two-lane flow cells in RAPID 
mode; 151-base pair (bp) single-end reads were obtained for all samples. After 
filtering low-quality singletons, the number of sequence reads per sample averaged 
~1.4 million, ranging from ~683,000 to 3.96 million.

The sequence data were processed using a combination of custom Python 
scripts and publicly available software as described in ref. 42; current versions of 
the code are available at https://github.com/BU-RAD-seq. Analyses were based on 
a set of 6,759 autosomal and 284 Z-linked loci, each of which had a median per-
sample sequencing depth of at least 20, missing data for less than 5% of individuals 
and ‘flagged’ genotypes in less than 2% of individuals. Flagged genotypes included 
putative heterozygotes in which one allele accounted for < 29% of reads and/or in 
which ‘extra’ reads were inconsistent with two primary alleles (see ref. 42 for more 
details). A large number of ‘flagged’ genotypes at a putative locus is indicative of 
sequences from paralogous loci being incorrectly clustered together. Z-linked loci 
were identified as those with a roughly 2:1 ratio of average sequencing depth in 
males versus females (Supplementary Fig. 33). In subsequent analyses, flagged 
genotypes were scored as missing and one allele was scored as missing for low-
depth genotypes. Each unique indel, regardless of length, was scored as a single 0/1 
polymorphism. Finally, we used Geneious (version 8.0.3; https://www.geneious.
com) to examine and manually adjust the alignments of loci with five or more 
unique indels, two or more correlated SNPs in the last five bases (often indicative 
of misalignment at the end of the locus) and/or four or more perfectly correlated 
SNPs at any position within the locus (potentially due either to misalignment or 

not-yet-detected sequences from paralogous loci). End-of-locus adjustments  
were guided by comparison with the zebra finch Taeniopygia gutatta genome26 
where possible. Eight loci were discarded due to ambiguous alignment of  
repetitive elements.

Overall, less than 1% of the ddRAD-seq data matrix was represented by 
missing data (0.28%), low-depth genotypes ( <  5 sequence reads; 0.35%) or flagged 
genotypes (0.16%), whereas the median sequencing depth was 98 reads per sample 
per locus, generally allowing genotypes to be scored unambiguously. The robust 
genotypic (and haplotypic) information provided by ddRAD-seq was ideal for 
characterizing genome-wide patterns of population structure, particularly for 
analyses based on rare SNPs and recent coalescent events (see below).

Genome-wide patterns of genetic diversity and divergence among the 18 
munia populations were assessed using analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA)43, 
STRUCTURE44, fineRADstructure25 and PCA45. Nucleotide diversity46 and 
pairwise ΦST values43 among populations were calculated with a custom Python 
script. For STRUCTURE and PCA, we included multiple SNPs and/or indels per 
locus; analyses based on alleles/haplotypes or a randomly selected SNP per locus 
generated similar results. For PCA, we coded biallelic polymorphisms and analysed 
the data in R (ref. 47) following the approach of ref. 45. We found empirically that 
excluding rare SNPs resulted in a larger number of principal component axes 
(for example, PC6 and above) capturing variation among, rather than within, 
populations. Thus, we excluded rare SNPs with a global frequency <  1% (that is, 6 
or fewer copies of the rare allele among the 336 individuals =  672 alleles). Missing 
genotypes at autosomal loci (which comprised <  1% of the data matrix) were 
assigned a score equal to two times the respective population allele frequency for 
that SNP or indel. For Z-linked loci, at which males have two alleles and females 
one, male genotypes were coded as 0, 0.5 or 1 (heterozygote =  0.5), whereas females 
were coded as 0 or 1.

We analysed the same sets of biallelic polymorphisms in STRUCTURE. 
Nine replicate runs were completed for each value of k up to 13, with 20,000 
steps in the Markov chain following a burn-in of 10,000 steps. We used the 
admixture model with allele frequencies correlated among populations. The 
Evanno method48, as implemented in STRUCTURE HARVESTER49, inferred just 
two distinct populations based on the autosomal data, but additional structure 
among populations was clearly evident and interpretable for values up to k =  11 
(Supplementary Fig. 2). The same approach was used to analyse a set of 153 
biallelic polymorphisms from 82 RAD-seq loci mapping to a 20-Mbp region in 
the centre of the Z chromosome. For females, one allele was scored as missing 
at each Z-linked locus. The Evanno method indicated three distinct populations 
for this Z-linked dataset, but values up to k =  7 produced interpretable results 
(Supplementary Fig. 2).

As a test of the relative levels of gene flow between sympatric populations of 
different species and allopatric populations of the same species, we calculated 
the proportion of rare autosomal SNPs shared among 11 populations of 7 species 
sampled in Australia and mainland Papua New Guinea (Fig. 2 and Supplementary 
Fig. 5). We tallied the number of autosomal SNPs with frequencies from 2 (0.46%) 
to 15 (3.5%) in this sample of 216 individuals (n =  432 alleles) and then calculated 
the proportion of SNPs in each frequency category that was shared between each 
pair of populations. We incorporated a small correction for differences in sample 
size (n =  18 for two populations, n =  19 for one population and n =  20 for eight 
populations) because the probability of detecting a rare allele increases with the 
number of individuals sampled.

As an additional and conceptually similar approach to examining patterns 
of recent shared ancestry, we analysed the autosomal RAD-seq data using 
fineRADstructure, which exploits the haplotype linkage information within 
each locus to derive a co-ancestry matrix based on the most recent coalescent 
events (that is, the sharing of identical or nearest-neighbour haplotypes among 
individuals)25. While the species in our analysis are all closely related, the median 
autosomal RAD-seq locus was 147 bp with 9 SNPs and 11 unique alleles/
haplotypes, the relationships among which should provide substantially more 
information about recent ancestry than is available in individual SNPs.

Whole-genome sequencing. Low-depth, whole-genome sequencing data were 
generated for 177 samples, including representatives of 18 munia populations 
(Supplementary Table 4), plus a putative L. grandis ×  L. castaneothorax hybrid 
and one sample of a more distantly related congener, L. leucosticta, as an outgroup 
species (obtained from the Western Australia Museum). In most cases, we 
collected whole-genome sequencing data for 10 individuals per population, except 
for L. castaneothorax from Queensland, Australia (n =  9), L. caniceps from Central 
Province, Papua New Guinea (n =  9) and L. melaena from New Ireland Province, 
Papua New Guinea (n =  7) (Supplementary Table 4).

Genomic DNA were prepared using an Illumina Nextera kit following the 
manufacturer’s protocol with the minor modifications noted below. We measured 
the DNA concentration using a NanoDrop instrument (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 
and used 25–45 ng of input genomic DNA rather than the recommended 50 ng 
because we found that the larger amount was not sufficiently fragmented 
in the ‘tagmentation’ step. We also prepared our own solid phase reversible 
immobilization beads50 rather than using Agencourt AMPure XP beads. We 
assessed the distribution of fragment sizes and library concentration using  
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a High Sensitivity DNA Analysis kit on an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer and then 
pooled equimolar amounts of indexed libraries for 20–39 individuals per 
sequencing run.

The results from our first two sequencing runs revealed an excess of short 
fragments, making some paired-end reads redundant and reducing the overall 
yield of useful data. For subsequent runs, we ran pooled libraries on a Pippin Prep 
(Sage Science), selecting fragments between 400 and 1,400 bp. Fragment libraries 
were sequenced on either an Illumina HiSeq 2000 with 100-bp paired-end reads 
(L. castaneothorax and L. flaviprymna from Western Australia) or on an Illumina 
HiSeq 2500 with 150-bp paired-end reads (all other populations).

Reads were assigned to individual samples based on the Nextera dual indexing 
system using a custom script that allowed single-base errors in the 8-bp index read 
as long as all other possible indices could be unambiguously excluded. Adapter 
sequences were trimmed using CutAdapt51, allowing up to a 15% mismatch, a 
minimum adapter length of 12 bp and a minimum remaining fragment length 
of 20 bp. Paired reads that overlapped were combined using PEAR (ref. 52) with a 
minimum overlap of 30 bp; this step trimmed any remaining adapter sequences 
(that is, those <  12 bp). Finally, low-quality bases at the ends of non-overlapping 
reads were trimmed using a custom script. We aligned our data to the zebra finch 
Taeniopygia guttata reference genome26 using the ‘very-sensitive-local’ option 
in Bowtie2 (ref. 53). A high proportion of reads aligned to the genome (median 
per sample =  95.3%) and a large fraction of the genome was covered for each 
population (range =  92.7–96.0%), whereas genomic coverage for individual samples 
varied in relation to the sequencing depth (Supplementary Table 4). These results 
indicate that the zebra finch genome is an effective reference genome for munias. 
The average aligned sequencing depth per sample was ~1.6×  for the autosomal 
genome (Supplementary Table 4). Subsequent data processing was completed 
using Picard, Samtools54 and the Genome Analysis Toolkit55–57. Following 
indel realignment, SNPs were called using the Genome Analysis Toolkit’s 
UnifiedGenotyper tool, excluding variants with a Phred confidence score of  
<  30. We used VCFtools58 to further filter the SNPs, excluding variants with a 
mapping quality of <  30.

All subsequent analyses were based on the site-by-site genotypes inferred by 
the Genome Analysis Toolkit. We used the most likely genotype at each site for 
each sample, but for the calculation of population-level allele frequencies counted 
only one allele when an inferred homozygous genotype was based on a single read. 
Following filtering, the Genome Analysis Toolkit identified a total of 58.9 million 
SNPs, 26.2 million of which were fixed differences between the zebra finch and 
the focal clade. Another 3.4 million SNPs were unique changes in the outgroup 
species L. leucosticta. Thus, most analyses were based on ~28.4 million SNPs that 
were biallelic within the ingroup and had a total read depth across all 176 ingroup 
samples of ≤  600 to avoid repetitive elements in the genome (this threshold was 
determined empirically from the distribution of the total sequencing depth per site; 
for the Z chromosome, we set the threshold at ≤  400 reads for 116 males). This set 
of SNPs had a median sequencing depth of 308 across all samples—an average of 
~1.7 reads per SNP per individual or ~17 reads per SNP per population.

We used two methods to identify genomic outlier regions. First, we completed 
sliding-window analyses of FST to identify regions of elevated divergence in  
four pairwise comparisons of genetically similar, sympatric populations: (1)  
L. castaneothorax and L. flaviprymna in Western Australia; (2) L. castaneothorax 
and L. caniceps in Central Province, Papua New Guinea; (3) L. castaneothorax 
and L. spectabilis in Madang Province, Papua New Guinea; and (4) L. nevermanni 
and L. stygia in Western Province, Papua New Guinea (Figs. 1 and 2). We used a 
custom Python script to calculate site-by-site FST values using equation 10 in ref. 59, 
restricting the analysis to SNPs with sequence data for at least five individuals in 
each focal population (or four individuals per population for the L. castaneothorax 
versus L. flaviprymna comparison due to the lower overall sequencing depth for 
these populations). To obtain a composite estimate of FST for each window, we 
calculated a ratio of averages rather than an average ratio59–61—an approach that 
yields an unbiased and increasingly accurate estimate of FST as the number of SNPs 
included in a sliding window increases, even with a small sample of individuals per 
population61. For comparison, we also completed sliding-window calculations of 
FST for the four focal comparisons using ANGSD62, which incorporates genotype 
likelihood information in the calculation of population genetic parameters. The 
results from ANGSD produced essentially identical inferences about the genomic 
locations of divergence peaks, but the range of calculated FST values in each 
pairwise comparison was strongly correlated with the average sequencing depth 
per population, suggesting an undesirable bias.

Second, we included all 18 sampled populations in a sliding-window 
‘phylogenetic outlier’ analysis. We calculated absolute divergence (dXY) between 
all pairs of populations and used the resulting distance matrix to generate a 
neighbour-joining tree for each 100-kilobase (kb) region (sliding by 20 kb). We 
then compared each 100-kb tree to a genome-wide tree (based on ~1 million 
randomly sampled autosomal SNPs) using a tree-to-tree distance metric (the 
phylogenetic branch score; Bs)63 that incorporates differences in both topology 
and relative branch lengths. All trees were re-scaled to a total length of 1 before 
comparisons were made and we excluded terminal branches to put greater 
emphasis on differences in topology, although this step had little effect on the 
regions identified as outliers. Likewise, similar results were obtained using 

trees based on matrices of net divergence (da)46 values, with or without terminal 
branches included. We completed additional pairwise comparisons of selected 
populations to investigate phylogenetic outliers that did not correspond  
to regions of elevated divergence already identified in the four pairwise 
comparisons above.

As a metric of pairwise divergence, we found the sliding-window results for 
absolute divergence (dXY) to provide little additional insight for the recently evolved 
species in our study. Differences in dXY may help distinguish genomic regions 
affected by post-speciation selective sweeps from those diverging in the face of 
ongoing gene flow, but many generations (for example, ~0.5 Ne) are required for 
dXY to become significantly elevated relative to the genomic background in the 
latter scenario31. Distinguishing between these alternatives—and other possible 
scenarios9—is not critical for our key conclusions, and we present other analyses 
supporting the inference of autosomal introgression between sympatric species. 
Empirically, nucleotide diversity (π ) across the genome was highly correlated 
between sympatric munias (Supplementary Fig. 34), and dXY was in turn highly 
correlated with average π , except in regions of elevated relative divergence 
(FST) where dXY was also elevated relative to the average nucleotide diversity 
(Supplementary Fig. 35). Regions of elevated FST were often associated with greater 
differences in π  (Supplementary Fig. 34), but were generally well within the typical 
range of dXY values (Supplementary Fig. 36).

Allelic diversity and relationships within outlier regions were further 
characterized using PCA and phylogenetic analysis. Start and end points for each 
region (Table 1) were set to encompass the extent of clearly elevated FST values 
in one or more pairwise population comparisons (see Supplementary Figs. 7–26 
and 28). For PCA, SNPs were coded as described above for the RAD-seq data, 
excluding sites with a global minor allele frequency of <  1%, as well as sites 
with data for <  81 of 176 samples (<  53 of 116 samples for the Z chromosome). 
Population-level neighbour-joining trees for each outlier region were based on 
the matrix of pairwise net divergence (da) values among all 18 populations. Trees 
including the outgroup taxon L. leucosticta were generated in the same manner, 
but were based on a larger set of SNPs (that is, including those representing fixed 
differences between the outgroup and focal clade). We do not report detailed 
results for regions of elevated FST associated with the centromeres of telocentric 
chromosomes such as chromosomes 12, 14, 17, 19 and 20, which show moderately 
elevated divergence between L. castaneothorax and L. spectabilis from Madang 
Province, for example (Supplementary Fig. 6).

Genes within and adjacent to outlier regions were identified using the zebra 
finch genome annotation in the Ensembl genome browser64. We plotted the 
approximate locations of centromeres for each chromosome based on published 
information26,65.

Mitochondrial genomes. We assembled complete mitochondrial genome 
sequences for 174 of the 177 individuals included in the whole-genome sequencing 
analysis. We used the zebra finch mitochondrial genome to guide the assembly of 
a draft mtDNA for a single L. flaviprymna individual and then iteratively refined 
the consensus sequence by re-aligning the original whole-genome sequencing data. 
Once completed, the mtDNA sequence for this sample was used as the reference 
for the alignment and assembly of the remaining munia samples. Excluding three 
DNA samples extracted from blood, the mtDNA sequencing depth ranged from 
~45×  to over 5,000×  per sample (median =  896× ). For the phylogenetic analysis, 
we excluded three small regions, including two variable-length regions comprising 
mononucleotide C repeats (12 and 18 alignment positions, respectively), and 
5 bp of the control region in which two positions appeared to be heteroplasmic 
in several samples. The resulting alignment was 16,803 bp. We generated a 
mitochondrial phylogeny using BEAST66 (version 1.8.2), implementing an 
HKY +  I +  G model with an uncorrelated lognormal relaxed clock and a constant 
population size coalescent prior; the Markov chain was run for 25 million 
generations and sampled every 5,000 generations, with 10% excluded as burn-in. 
Convergence was examined in Tracer version 1.4 (ref. 67) and a consensus tree was 
generated using TreeAnnotator66.

To provide an approximate timescale for the diversification of the focal 
clade, we assembled mtDNA sequence data for additional estrildid finches and 
relevant outgroups and completed a second BEAST analysis based on 10,890 
alignment positions from the 12 light-strand-encoded protein-coding genes. 
Given the greater level of divergence among taxa in this analysis, we partitioned 
the dataset into codon positions and estimated base frequencies and GTR +  I +  G 
substitution parameters separately for each partition, but linked the topology 
and branch lengths among partitions. The tree was calibrated using divergence 
time estimates from ref. 68, including the divergence of: (1) estrildid and parasitic 
finches (14.32 million years; 95% highest posterior density range =  11.04–
17.92 million years); and (2) a clade of Old World finches (comprising parasitic 
finches, estrildids, ploceids and accentors) and their sister clade (comprising 
Passeridae, Motacillidae and the ‘nine-primaried oscines’) (20.03 million years; 
95% highest posterior density range =  16.69–23.49 million years). These estimates 
are in turn based on a calibration point of 57.3 million years for the divergence 
of oscines and suboscines (excluding Acanthisittidae)69, which is older than 
estimated in other recent studies70–72, potentially biasing our result towards a 
higher estimate.
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